Barnes Hospital was well represented in the recent Toni Twins Regional Contest with three sets of identical twins among the entrants. They are BEERDIE and BEULAH BAUM, student anesthetists*, and TRINA HEFFERNAN - Eileen is secretary in the Personnel Department. We are proud to have had the Baum twins and the Heffernan twins selected as two of the six finalists, and we were greatly honored when Eileen and Trina Heffernan were chosen the winners by public vote.

Eileen and Trina are the 20 year old daughters of Mr. and Mrs. James F. Heffernan. They are native St. Louisans, having graduated from Roosevelt High School and attended Washington University - Eileen in the College of Liberal Arts and Trina in the School of Fine Arts. Both have had extensive modeling careers, and Trina is now a designer at Paul Sachs. They have received as prizes beautiful wrist watches, and they are now entered in the Toni Twins National Contest where we wish them success in order that they might enjoy the many prizes which include a trip to South America, complete Ceil Chapman wardrobes, fur coats, and sets of Skyway luggage.

The Baum twins are the 23 year old daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Earl E. Baum of Omaha, Nebraska. In January of 1947 they graduated from St. Catherine's School of Nursing, Creighton University, at Omaha, and they will complete their training in anesthesia Sept. 30 of this year. Their hobby is music, and for three years they played the violin in the Omaha University Symphony Orchestra.

Jean and Joan Carroll are the 19 year old daughters of Mr. and Mrs. John L. Carroll. They graduated this past June from Sumner High School, and are now enjoying a three-week trip to California which they won for maintaining perfect attendance records during their four years at Sumner. Both girls will attend Stowe Teachers' College this fall while continuing to work after school. Jean plans to be a Home Economics teacher, and Joan will probably enter nurses' training.

We welcome you to our medical center, Miss Chamberlain, and stand ready to assist you in any way that we can.

**TONI TWINS (Continued from Coll)**
VACATION DAYS ARE HERE AGAIN
(Continued from Page 1 - Col. 2)

which were contaminated.

POISON IVY, POISON OAK, ETC. have ruined many a vacation. If you are going into a wooded area, learn to identify these poisonous plants and avoid them.

SWIMMING can be a lot of fun, but don't swim by yourself; you might need the aid of a strong swimmer if you get into difficulty. Wait at least an hour after eating before going into the water. Always ascertain the depth of water before diving. Respect "No Swimming" signs; the water may be unsafe.

SUN TANS are attractive; but don't try to get too much sun at one time. Too long exposure to the sun can cause serious sunburn that will be painful for days.

Milk in St. Louis meets rigid health standards. You can drink all you want with the assurance that it is wholesome. In many rural areas this may not be true. To be safe, don't drink milk which has not been pasteurized.

Take things easy. Don't try to cram a whole vacation into the first couple of days. It will over-tire you, spoil your vacation, and make you an unsafe driver.

*************
LUNCHEON FOR RESIDENTS AND ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

A very delicious luncheon was served to the residents and members of the hospital administration by the Dietary Department on Friday, June 24, on the ninth floor of the Rand-Johnson Building, Clever place-cards and favors in the form of miniature stethoscopes were at each place.

The purpose of the luncheon was to bid farewell to the out-going residents and to acquaint the in-coming residents with the administrative staff of the hospital.

Incoming residents present included: Dr. Charlton de Saussure, Dr. Carl Cook, Dr. Ben Elsman, Dr. Marvin Rapp, Dr. Gerald Winkler, Dr. Watts Webb, Dr. David Blanchett, Dr. Carl Woolsey, Dr. Edwin Price, and Dr. Dallas Anthony.

Outgoing residents attending included: Dr. Ernest House, Dr. David Citron, Dr. Henry Schwartz, Dr. Robert Anachetus, Dr. George Harben, Dr. Ralph Woolf, Dr. V. Moorman, Dr. George Nool, and Dr. Joseph Norton.

*************
EMPLOYEES' X-RAYS AND DRUGS

Radiology has reported that many of our employees are having x-rays made without having their x-ray requisitions approved by our Personnel Physician. When this occurs, the employee is sent a written form for the x-ray, and each time is spent in going back to have the original requisition approved and the bookkeeping in Radiology is revised so that the employee need not pay for this service. Therefore, if your private staff physician or clinic physician gives you a requisition for an x-ray, be sure that you ask the Personnel Physician to approve it. The same procedure must be followed with prescriptions for drugs and medications - have them approved by the Personnel Physician before taking them to the Barnes Hospital Pharmacy.

We do not want to deny any employee x-rays or drugs that are necessary to her well-being, but we must maintain a system of control to prevent confusion, to allow for accurate bookkeeping, and to prevent unauthorized person from taking advantage of the hospital's generosity in this costly service. Let us continue to enjoy this privilege and not abuse it!

*************
ON THE SCENE

Kennerly Temple was the scene on July 2 of the marriage of LILLIE BEATRICE HALE, pantry maid, to JAMES QUARELLS - BETTY DART, technician in Basal Metabolism, is flying to Mexico City for two weeks. She is leaving on the 21st and at the moment is up to her ears in the red tape of passports, vaccinations, etc. - BLANCHE HAWORTH, Record Room, has been singing "California, Here I Come" for the past several weeks. She is planning to spend a month with her daughter who makes her home there - BERTHA BECKWITH, Maternity Nursing Supervisor, is a patient on 7200 - ZULA DIECKMAN and LOIS MONTGOMERY, both from the Cafeteria, are having a turkey dinner at one of our local restaurants and avoiding the lunchroom for their vacations - MAUDE HARNESS, PEARL FLEMING, MINNIE OVERALL, and CORA CARVER, all of the Linen Room, celebrated the Fourth of July (without benefit of firecrackers!) by having a turkey dinner at one of our local restaurants and attending the theatre afterward - ALICE SMITH, floor secretary on 600 Maternity, is resigning on July 31. She will be married early in September.

Maternity is losing another of its employees in the person of PAT HINES, Credit Office, who is also getting ready to take the "fatal step" on August 11. Our best wishes to both of you.

Everyone was interested in the announcement of the birth of a baby girl, ZERESA ANN, to MARY SULLIVAN, Nursing Supervisor in Barnes who is on leave of absence from the hospital - CHAMPAIGN, Illinois will be the new home of JUANITA LIEZ, Clinical Mie, after her marriage on August 14. Her husband-to-be is attending the University of Illinois at Champaign - KAY SHOJI, Record Room enjoyed her vacation just "leafing" around St. Louis and catching up on all the things she has intended doing for a long time.

*************
ON THE SCENE (Continued)

Two of our attendants in Barnes have recently married: JUANITA HAYNES changed her name to MRS. RODGERS and MARY WRIGHT answers now to MRS. PRICE - MARGIE HYATT and MARIAN SIZELOVE, dietitians, both returning to the home office for their vacations - MAUDE HARNESS, PEARL FLEMING, MINNIE OVERALL, and CORA CARVER, all of the Linen Room, celebrated the Fourth of July (without benefit of firecrackers!) by having a turkey dinner at one of our local restaurants and attending the theatre afterward - ALICE SMITH, floor secretary on 600 Maternity, is resigning on July 31. She will be married early in September.

Maternity is losing another of its employees in the person of PAT HINES, Credit Office, who is also getting ready to take the "fatal step" on August 11. Our best wishes to both of you.

Everyone was interested in the announcement of the birth of a baby girl, ZERESA ANN, to MARY SULLIVAN, Nursing Supervisor in Barnes who is on leave of absence from the hospital - CHAMPAIGN, Illinois will be the new home of JUANITA LIEZ, Clinical Mie, after her marriage on August 14. Her husband-to-be is attending the University of Illinois at Champaign - KAY SHOJI, Record Room enjoyed her vacation just "leafing" around St. Louis and catching up on all the things she has intended doing for a long time.

*************
V. Moorman, Dr. George Noel, and Dr. Ralph Woolf, Dr. CATHERINE WASSERMAN, and at Mineral Wells, Texas, while

PARKER changed her name to PETER D'SOUZA, after her marriage on August 14. Her husband-to-be is attending the University of Illinois at Champaign - KAY SHOJI, Record Room enjoyed her vacation just "leafing" around St. Louis and catching up on all the things she has intended doing for a long time.

*************
ON THE SCENE (Continued)

Two of our attendants in Barnes have recently married: JUANITA HAYNES changed her name to MRS. RODGERS and MARY WRIGHT answers now to MRS. PRICE - MARGIE HYATT and MARIAN SIZELOVE, dietitians, both returning to the home office for their vacations - MAUDE HARNESS, PEARL FLEMING, MINNIE OVERALL, and CORA CARVER, all of the Linen Room, celebrated the Fourth of July (without benefit of firecrackers!) by having a turkey dinner at one of our local restaurants and attending the theatre afterward - ALICE SMITH, floor secretary on 600 Maternity, is resigning on July 31. She will be married early in September.

Maternity is losing another of its employees in the person of PAT HINES, Credit Office, who is also getting ready to take the "fatal step" on August 11. Our best wishes to both of you.

Everyone was interested in the announcement of the birth of a baby girl, ZERESA ANN, to MARY SULLIVAN, Nursing Supervisor in Barnes who is on leave of absence from the hospital - CHAMPAIGN, Illinois will be the new home of JUANITA LIEZ, Clinical Mie, after her marriage on August 14. Her husband-to-be is attending the University of Illinois at Champaign - KAY SHOJI, Record Room enjoyed her vacation just "leafing" around St. Louis and catching up on all the things she has intended doing for a long time.

*************
ON THE SCENE REPORTERS for the month of July included:

OLIVIA ADAMS STELLA ROENIGKE JUDY KELLY NORA SUNDERMAN ANGIE LAURIE MARTHA TRALLIS ANN PANNELL

*************

YUK ! YUK !

Doctor: "I can't quite diagnose your case. I think it must be drink.

Patient: "All right, doctor. I'll come back when you're sober."

***

"How far have you gotten in Sunday School? asked one little girl of another. "I'm past original sin," replied the second little girl.

First Girl: "I'm not. I'm past redemption."